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Vibronic coupling by two active modes: A simple, exactly 
solvable model for the Duschinsky effect* 

A. R. Gregory and R. Silbey 

Department of Chemistry and Center for Materials Science and Engineering. Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139 
(Received 25 May 1976) 

The properties of a simple model for the Duschinsky effect are investigated. The model consists of two 
electronic states coupled by two harmonic oscillators. Weak and strong adiabatic and nonadiabatic 
coupling limits are defined. If an alternative phase convention is adopted, the two ways of approaching the 
strong nonadiabatic coupling limit lead paradoxically, in the one-oscillator case, to adiabatic Born
Oppenheimer wavefunctions that are exact eigenstates of the system. Expansion of the adiabatic coupling 
matrix element as a power series in the normal coordinates in the weak nonadiabatic coupling regime is 
not possible in the two-oscillator case unless a constraint is placed on the Duschinsky parameter. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The realization that conventional theories are inade
quate for understanding radiative and nonradiative pro
cesses in molecules on a quantitative basis has been 
responsible for a remarkable resurgence of interest in 
the theory of vibronic coupling. 

One way to gain insight into the range of validity of 
conventional procedures is to formulate models for vi
bronic coupling which can be solved exactly and to com
pare the approximate predictions with the exact ones. 
Recent work l

-4 that has been directed along these lines 
employs a model in which just two electronic states are 
vibronically coupled. Despite this limitation, which has 
the important advantage that it guarantees exact solv
ability, the model possesses a great deal of flexibility. 
However, consideration so far has only been given to 
vibronic coupling through a single active vibrational 
mode. Although one such mode often dominates the vi
bronic coupling, many physical systems of experimental 
interest show nonnegligible coupling through a second 
vibrational mode. Previous work5,6 on the Jahn-Teller 
effect has established that the activity of a second mode 
can markedly distort the spectral pattern predicted by 
the first alone. 

The effect of including a second but inactive mode in 
the model has been considered,3 but the more compli
cated situation where both modes are vibronically active 
remains to be treated. The latter situation is more 
complicated because, if a second mode with the same 
symmetry species is allowed, the normal coordinates 
for the two electronic states will not generally be the 
same, but will be rotated with respect to one another. 
This effect, which is known as the Duschinsky effect, 7 

has been shown8,9 to be a necessary consequence of vi
bronic coupling through two or more active modes. 

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In this paper we first summarize the basic formal
ism4a of the model and then specialize it to the case 
where two modes are vibronically active. 

The model is formulated mathematically in terms of 
both the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer (ABO)lO and crude 
BO (CBO)l1 representations. The molecular Hamiltoni
an is written 

(1) 

where TN and Te are the nuclear and electronic kinetic 
energy operators, respectively, and U is the potential 
energy operator. We define the ABO electronic states, 
to be denoted by <pm(q; Q) and <pn(q; Q), and the ABO vi
brational states, to be denoted by A~m)(Q) and A;)(Q), 
respectively, by the equations 

>IT mv(q; Q) = <pm(qj Q) Atm)(Q) , 

(Te+ U)<pm=Em(Q)<pm , 

(TN+Em)A~m)=€mvAtm) • (2) 

Here q and Q denote the electronic and nuclear coordi
nates, respectively. We shall use (> and ( ) to repre
sent integration over q and Q, respectively, mass
weighted nuclear coordinates, and units such that fi= 1. 
The eigenvalues Em(Q) ",(<pml Te+ UI <Pm> and En(Q) 
'" (<pnl Te+ UI <P n> are the potential energy operators for 
vibrational motion in the states <Pm and <P n' respectively. 
The ABO states are coupled nonadiabatically by TN and 
consequently the exact vibronic wavefunctions take the 
form 

(3) 

where ~I and Til are solutions to the following coupled 
differential equations: 

(
Tmm+Em-€1 Tmn) (~i)=O , 

Tnm Tnn+ En - €I Til 

(4) 

In (4) it is to be understood that TN operates on all func
tions to the right. 

The electronic CBO states are independent of Q and 
are assumed to be solutions of the electronic Schro
dinger equation at a convenient nuclear configuration, 
Q = Qo, with appropriate symmetry. We set Qo'" 0 and 
denote the two electronic CBO states by <P~'" <pm(q; 0) 
and <P~'" <pn(q; 0). In contrast to the ABO states, the 
CBO states are coupled adiabatically by the potential 
energy operator AU", U(q; Q) - U(q; 0) and so in this 
representation it follows that the exact eigenstates take 
the form 

(5) 
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where ~~ and 1)~ are the solutions to the following cou
pled differential equations: 

(
TN+Em(O)+Umm(Q)-Ei Umn(Q) )(~~)=O 

Unm(Q) TN+En(O)+Unn(Q)-Ei 1)~ 

Umn",(mOI AUlnO) ,etc. (6) 

The quantities Em(O)+ Umm(Q) and En(O)+ Unn(Q) are the 
potential energy operators for vibrational motion in the 
states <I>~ and <I>~, respectively. 

Writing 

(
<I>m\ (<I>~) 
<l>nr~'U <I>~ (7) 

where 

~"(::::. :~::) • (8) 

we deduce from the electronic Schrodinger equation that 

(9) 

where 'li is the transpose of 'U, Thus, for example, we 
have 

(Em(O)+ Umm)cosrp+ Umnsinrp=Emcosrp , 

which yields 

AE 
sinrp = - U m cosrp , 

mn 

(10) 

(11) 

We deduce immediately from Feenberg perturbation 
theory12 that the exact expression for Em is 

Em=Em(O)+ Umm + IUmn12/AEmn , 

AEmn '" Em - En(O) - Unn • 

We may write 

(12) 

AEmn=Em-En+En-En(O)- Unn=Em-En-AEn· 

However, due to the assumption of only two electronic 
states, AEn = - AEm, 

(13) 

Since we are free to take Umn to be real, it follows from 
(12) and (13) that 

(14) 

Choosing AEm ~ 0, we see that the restriction that Umn 

be real imposes the condition 

AEmn "" 0 or Enm ~ AEm(~ 0), (=>En~ Em) • (15) 

Only three out of the four vibrational potentials (two 
adiabatic and two crude adiabatic) can be chosen inde
pendently and the choice we make for these three poten
tials determines the adiabatic coupling through Eq. 
(14). Hence, if the model is to be internally consis
tent, we cannot choose the potentials and the coupling 

independently of one another. 

Since cos2rp + sin2 rp = 1, it follows from (11) and (14) 
that 

(16) 

(17) 

The signs of Umn, sinrp and cosrp are not independent: 
the signs chosen for Umn and cosrp determine the sign of 
sinrp through Eq. (11). If U mn> 0, then either (a) cosrp 
> 0 and sinrp < 0 and therefore 31T /2"" rp "" 21T or (b) cosrp 
< 0 and sinrp> 0 and therefore 1T /2"" rp "" 1T. In both cases 
tanrp < O. If U mn < 0, then either (a) cosrp> 0 and s inrp > 0 
and therefore 0"" rp "" 1T /2, or (b) cosrp < 0 and sinrp < 0 
and therefore 1T "" rp "" 31T/2. In both cases tanrp> O. 

Finally, by substituting (7) into (3) and comparing the 
result with (5), we deduce that 

~~ = ~i cosrp -1)i sinrp , 

1)~ = 1)j cosrp + ~i sinrp • 

III. SPECIFIC MODEL: TWO ACTIVE NORMAL 
MODES 

(18) 

This completes our summary of the basic formalism 
of the modeL We now turn our attention to the speCific 
problem of interest. We assume that m and n are cou
pled to one another, but not to the ground state g, by 
two nondegenerate undisplaced normal modes a and b. 
Following Sharf and Honig, 8 we assume that the normal 
coordinates for the CBO vibrational potentials of states 
m and n are the same as those (Qa, Qb) for the ground 
state potential. This is equivalent to assuming that the 
Duschinsky effect arises solely from adiabatic vibronic 
coupling and that the normal coordinates are not mixed 
as a result of excitation from the ground state <PK(q; 0) 

to the excited states <I>~(q; 0) and <I>~(q; 0). We write 
the diagonal matrix elements in the CBO basis as 

Ej(O) + Uij(Q) = Ei(O) +t n~aQ~ +t n7bQ~, i = m, n , 
(19) 

and the ABO electronic eigenvalue for state m as 

Em=Em(O)+tf;'aaQ~+ fmabQaQb+tJ;'bbQ~, (20) 

where the n's are CBO vibrational frequencies and the 
f's are constants that characterize the ABO potential 
for state m in the coordinate system (Qa, Qb), Since 
- AEn= AEm, it follows that 

En = En(O) + Unn + Em(O) + Umm - Em 

=En(O)+t (n~a+n;'a - f~a)Q~ 

- f mab QaQb+ t(n~b + n;'b - f;'bb)Q~ 

"'En(O)+tf~aQ~+ fnabQaQb+tf~bbQ~ , 

f~il '" n~i + n;'i - f;'il, i = a, b , 

fnab'" - fmab • 

(21 ) 

Denoting the normal coordinates in states <l>m and <l>n by 
(Qma, Qmb) and (Q"", Qnb), respectively, it follows that 
their vibrational potentials can also be written 
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Ei=Ei(O)+iw~aQ~a+i W~bQ~b' i=m, n, 

where the w's are ABO vibrational frequencies. 

Continuing to work in ground state normal coordi
nates, we find that 

ll.Em=i (n~ - f~aa)Q! - fmabQaQb+i (n~b- f~bb)Q~ , 

(22) 

Enm = Eo+ i (j~aa - f~a)Q~ - 2f mabQaQb+i (j~bb - f~bb)Q~ , 

It is convenient to introduce the parameters 

Ai=i(n~i-f;ii)' i=a, b, 

ci=i(j~ii-f;ii)=2Ai+i(n~i-n~i)' i=a, b, 

D=-fmab· 

We then have 

ll.Em=AaQ~+DQaQb+AbQ~ , 

Enm=Eo+ CaQ~+ 2DQaQb+ CbQ~ , 

-ll.Emn=Enm -ll.Em =Eo+ (Ca -Aa)Q!+DQaQb 

+(Cb-Ab)Q~ • 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

Our assumptions and condition (15) require the expres
sions for ll.Em and - ll.Emn to be positive definite. This 
follows if 

Ca3-Aa, 4(Ca-Aa)(Cb-Ab)3-D2 (=$C b3- A b) ' 
(26) 

A a3-0, 4AaAb3-D2 (=$A b3-0). 

Hence 

,D2.;min[4AaAb' 4(Ca-Aa)(Cb-Ab)]. (27) 

Substituting (25) into (14), (16), and (17), we get 

u!n= [Eo + (Ca -Aa)Q~ + DQaQ b+ (Cb -Ab)Q~](AaQ~ 

+DQaQb+AbQ~) , 

2,j, _ Eo+ (Ca -Aa)Q~ + DQaQb+ (C b -Ab)Q~ cos,!, - 2 2' 
Eo+ CaQa+ 2DQaQb+ CbQb (28) 

To proceed further, we must define Umn, coscp, and 
sinCP. The simplest procedure is to write (Definition 1) 

Umn ={ [Eo + (Ca -Aa)Q!+DQaQb+ (Cb -Ab)Q~] 

X[AaQ!+DQ.Qb+AbQ~]}1/2 , 

,j, _ [Eo + (Cq -A.)Q!+DQaQb + (C(i-Ab)Q~]1/2 cos,!, - 2 , 
Eo+ CaQa+ 2DQaQb+ Cb b 

. cp _ ( AaQ!+DQaQb+AbQ~ )1/2 
sm - - Eo + C.Q~ + 2DQaQb + CbQ! 

- rr /2 .; cp .; 0 • 

However, noting that 

(29) 

ll.Em=(A!/2Q.±A~/2Qb)2+[D'F 2(AaAb)1/2]QaQb' (30) 

we see that, if we replace the convention R = I xl with 
..;xz = x, we may also define U mn and sincp as follows 
(Definition 2): 

Umn = (A~/2Qa±A~/2Qb) [[Eo + (Ca -Aa)Q! +DQaQb 

+ (Cb -Ab)Q~ H1 + [D 'F 2(AaAb)1/2 ]QaQJ(A!/2Q. 

±A~/2Qb)2H/2 , 

sincp = - (A!/2Qa±A~/2Qb) 

x {1 + [D 'F 2(AaA b)1 / 2]QqQJ(A!/2Q. ±A~/2Ql}1/2 
Eo+ CaQ~+ 2DQaQb+ CbQ! ' 

- rr/2'; cp.; 11/2 ; (31) 

coscp is defined as before. 

The two definitions correspond to different, but over
lapping phase conventions. Except for certain limits, 
they lead to different vibronic problems with different 
solutions. In the second case, Umn has the same sym
metry as Qa and Qb and therefore satisfies the symme
try requirement of Fulton and Gouterman, 13 irrespec
tive of the symmetry of the modes. This definition cor
responds to the one adopted in earlier work. 1-4 

IV. LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF THE MODEL 

We will now examine the behavior of the exact wave
functions in various limiting cases. In what follows, 
the weak adiabatic coupling limit is defined by Aa = 0 and 

Ab = 0, the strong adiabatic coupling limit by Aa = C. and 

Ab= C b, the weak nonadiabatic coupling limit by E o-"", 
and the strong nonadiabatic coupling limit by Eo = O. 

In the general limit of weak adiabatic coupling (Aa - 0 
andAb-O), Umn=O and it follows from Eq. (6) that the 
exact eigenstates are the functions <I>~I v~) and <I>~I w~), 
which we shall call the CBO functions in line with cur
rent convention. In the general limit of weak nonadia
batic coupling (Eo - ""), coscp = 1, sincp = 0, and the ABO 
functions, <I>ml vm) and <I>nl wn) reduce to the functions 
<I>~I vm) and <I>~I wn), respectively. For historical rea
sons we shall call the latter functions the Herzberg
Teller (HT) functions (rather than the CBO functions4a

). 

The HT functions are very good zeroth-order approxi
mations to the exact eigenstates; the corresponding 
zeroth-order eigenvalues are 

Emv=(v.+i) wma + (vb+i) wmb , 

(32) 

respectively. In the weak adiabatic coupling limit the 
HT functions reduce to the CBO functions. In the strong 
adiabatic coupling limit (A. - Ca and Ab - Cb), wmi = Qni> 
wnl = nmh i = a, b and the HT functions reduce to the 
functions <I>~I v~) and <I>~I w~). (Note that in these func
tions I v~) and I w~) have reversed the roles that they 
take in the CBO functions. ) 

These conclusions are independent of which defini
tion we choose for Umn and sincp. However, Eqs. (29) 
and (31) do not exhibit the same limiting behavior in the 
strong nonadiabatic coupling limit (Eo - 0). As this 
limit is approached, U mn, coscp and sincp all become 
rapidly varying functions of Qa and Q b and the ABO ap
proximation breaks down. Both cos¢ and sincp are de
fined unambiguously in the limit Eo = 0 so long as neither 
Qa nor Qb is zero. ConSider Definition 1 and the case 
QI=O, i=a or b. Equations (29) reduce to 
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,+. _[Eo+ (C j -Aj)Q~JI/2 
cos,+, - E C Q2 

0+ j J 
(33) 

. _ [AjQ~ JI/2 
Slll¢-- Eo+CjQ~ , 

Qi"'O, j*i. 

At first sight, the values that cos¢ and sin¢ take in the 
limit Eo'" Qj '" ° appear to depend on which limit, Eo'" ° 
or Q j '" 0, is taken first. In the first case we obtain 

Umn"'[A/CJ-AJ)]1/2Q~ , 

cos¢ '" (l-A/CYI2 , 

sin¢ '" - (A j /CJ)1/2 , 

Eo"'Qi=O, j*i, 

(34) 

for all Qj. Both cos¢ and sin¢ are thus independent of 
Q J in the plane Q i = 0, but are double valued at the point 
Eo=Qa=Qb=OunlessAa/Ca=Ab/Cb. However, if there 
were just one oscillator, the ABO electronic wavefunc
tions would then be independent of the nuclear coordi
nate, there would be no nonadiabatic coupling, and the 
ABO vibronic functions would be exact eigenstates of 
the system. This conclusion is readily confirmed in the 
CBO approach using Eqs. (3), (6), (18), (19), and (34). 
A similar situation holds in the two-oscillator case 
when we take the limit Eo'" ° of Eq. (29) before either of 
the limits Qa'" ° and Qb = ° in the following circumstances 
(in which Aa/Ca =Ab/Cb): 

(i) The weak adiabatic coupling limit (Aa =Ab= 0). As 
for Eo* 0, Umn = 0, cos¢ = 1, sin¢ = 0, and the ABO vi
bronic functions reduce to the CBO functions, the exact 
eigenstates of the system. 

(ii) The special case where nna = n ma and nnb = n mb, 
i. e., the CBO potentials are superposed on one another. 
Here Ci=2Ai' i=a, b, Umn=AaQ~+DQaQb+AbQ~, cos¢ 
= l/ft, sin¢ '" - l/ft, and the ABO functions, (<I>~ 
- <I>~) I vm)/ft and (<I>~ + <I>~) I wn)/ft, are exact eigen
states of the system. 

(iii) The Renner-Teller case l4
•

15 defined by Eo = 0, 
nma = n mb, nna = nnb' W ma '" Wmb' and wna = Wnb. Here it fol
lows that 

Aa=Ab=A, Ca=Cb=C, D=O, 

Umn=[A(C-A)]1/2(Q!+Q~), cos¢=(l-A/C)1/2, 

sin¢ = _ (A/C)1/2 , 

and that the ABO functions 

[(1-A/C)1/2 <I>~ - (A/C)1/2 <I>~]I vm) 

and 

[(A/ C)1/2 <I>~ + (l_A/C)1/2 <I>~] Iwn) 

are exact eigenstates of the system. These functions 
are also exact eigenstates for the one-oscillator prob
lem. 

(iv) The strong adiabatic coupling limit (Aa = Ca and 
Ab=Cb). Here Wml=nnl1 Wnl=nml> i=a, b; Umn '" 0; 

cos</> = I 
cos </> 

• (I ) 
-Eo 

[ 
Aa]1/2 

cos</>= I-CO f 
--------------~-------------~~~Qa 

- si n '" 

===--"---=..:::- -

(I) 
_Eo 

--------------~~------------~ Qa 

FIG. 1. Sketch of - sin ¢ and cos ¢ as a function of Qa for Q b 
=0. E~j»E62»E63)~0. 

cos¢ '" 0, sin¢ = - 1, and the ABO vibronic functions 
once again reduce to the CBO functions. These func
tions are exact eigenstates of the system. Note that 
these states are quite different from the exact eigen
states deduced above for the system in the strong adia
batic, weak nonadiabatic coupling limit. 

As for the one-oscillator problem, our conclusions 
concerning the nature of the exact eigenstates for these 
special cases can all be readily verified using the CBO 
approach. 

Now let us examine the situation had we taken the lim
it Q j = ° before the limit Eo = 0. We would then have ob
tained 

f1-A/C/12 Eo=O , QJIII'O, 
cos¢ = 

VEo; Qj=O, 1 

{ _ (A /C )1/2 Eo=O , QJ*O, 
(35) 

sin¢ = j J 

° VEo; QJ=O, 

Q/=O,j*i. 

In this case cos¢ and sin¢ are not double valued at the 
point Eo=Qa=Qb=O, but have singularities there unless 
Aa=Ab=O. The cos¢ and -sin¢ [Eqs. (33)] have been 
sketched as functions of QJ for QI = 0 and various finite 
values of Eo in Fig. 1. We thus see that if we were to 
require continuity as Eo - 0, we would take the limit 
Q J = ° before the limit Eo = 0. However, at the point 
Eo = Qa = Q b = 0, the states <I>~ and <I>~ are degenerate and 
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not coupled adiabatically. Hence any linear combination 
of them is an eigenfunction of the electronic Hamiltoni
an. This implies that any choice of ¢ is allowable. We 
can therefore remove the Singularities in cos¢ and sin¢ 
at this point for o~e of the oscillators, a say, by writing 

cos¢ = a a 
{

(1-AIC)I/2 VQa; Qb=O, 

Eo=O • 

(l-A blcb)I/2 Qa=O; Qb*O, 

VQa; Qb=O, 

Qa=O;Qb*O, 

(36) 

Hence, if a were the only OSCillator, the ABO vibronic 
functions would be exact eigenstates of the system as 
before when we took the limit Eo = ° before the limit 
Q j = 0. Equations (34) and (36) become fully equivalent 
in the two-oscillator case when we remove the double 
valuedness from Eqs. (34) in the same way, 

Now consider definition 2. As before, sin¢ is defined 
unambiguously in the limit Eo = ° provided neither Qa nor 
Qb is zero. In the case Qi = 0, i = a, b, Eqs. (31) (upper 
sign) reduce to 

Urnn =A}/2Qj [Eo + (C j - Aj)Q~ P/2 , 

sin¢ = _A}l2Qj(Eo+ CjQ~tl/2 , 

Q;=O, j*i •• 

(37) 

This time, however, the value that sin¢ takes in the 
limit Eo=Qj=O depends on which limit, Eo=O or Qj=O, 
is taken first. In the first case we recover Eqs. (34), 
provided that we continue to write p = x, In the sec
ond case we obtain 

(38) 

Qj=O, j*i, 

as suggested by sketching Urnn and sin¢ for finite values 
of Eo and looking to the requirements for continuity as 
Eo - 0. The sin¢ thus reduces to a step function rather 
than to a spike in the planes Qa = ° and Q b = 0. As a re
sult we cannot take advantage of the properties of <I>~ 
and <I>~ at the point Eo = Qa = Qb = ° to remove the singular
ities in both cos¢ and sin¢ at this point for one of the 
oscillators. In this case there is no longer a simple 
solution to the one,,-oscillator problem. 4 

V. COMPARISON WITH THE HT EXPANSION METHOD 

Extensionls
-

IB of the HT theory of vibronic cou
pling l5

,19 to the present problem where two modes are 
active impliCitly assumes that the adiabatic coupling 
matrix element Urnn can be expanded as a power series 
in (Qa, Qb). ThiS, however, is not generally possible 
in the model treated here, even in the weak nonadiabatic 
coupling regime where Eo is very large and HT theory is 
usually considered to be valid. In this regime we can 
take [(Ca-Aa)Q~+DQaQb+(Cb-Ab)Q~]/Eo as an expan
sion parameter and use the binomial expansion to ex-

pand the second factor in Eq. (31) (Definition 2) for Urnn 
as a power series in (Qa, Qb). The third factor cannot 
be so expanded, but does reduce to unity when D 
= ± 2 (AaAb)1I2 • It is only in these special cases (and for 
Definition 2) that we can expand Umn as a power series 
in (Qa,Qb): 

U mn = (A!/2Qa +AV2Qb) E~/2{1 + [(Ca - Aa)Q~ + 2(Aa A b)I/2 QaQ b 

+ (Cb -Ab)Q~]/Eo }1/2 

= (AaEo)l/ 2Qa + (AbEO)I/2Qb + t Eiil/2[A~/ 2(Ca - Aa)Q! 

+A~/ 2( Ca + Aa)Q~Qb+ A!/2(Cb+ Ab)QaQ! 

+ A~/ 2( C b - Ab)Q~ ] + • 00 , 

(39) 

This conclusion also follows from the fact that Definition 
2 for Umn is not analytic at the origin (Qa = Qb = 0) 
for nonzero Eo except when D = ± 2(AaAb)U2. 

VI. SIMPLIFICATION TO ONE ACTIVE NORMAL 
MODE 

It is instructive to examine the behavior of Eqs. (31) 
when the second mode is not vibronically active, i, e, , 
when Ab=D= 0, Equations (31) reduce to 

- 1/2 [E (C A )Q2 C Q2]1/2 Urnn-Aa Qa 0+ a- a a+ b b , 

cos¢ = {[Eo + (Ca -Aa)Q~+ CbQ!]/(Eo+ CaQ~ 
(40) 

+ CbQ~) }1/2 , 

sin¢ = -A!/2Qa/(Eo+ CaQ~+ CbQ~)1/2 • 

These equations should be compared to the correspond
ing equations [Ref. 4(a), Eqs. (32)] for the model where 
all modes except a Single, active, undisplaced normal 
mode are neglected. Equations (40) show that if a mole
cule possesses other undisplaced normal modes which 
are not vibronically active, these modes nevertheless 
contribute to the vibronic coupling to the extent that 
their frequencies are different in the two states. We 
also see that when Definition 2 is adopted and only one 
mode is active, U rnn is generally analytic at the origin 
and it is generally possible to expand U rnn as a power 
series in the normal coordinates in the weak nonadia
batic coupling regime. 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The model determines not the adiabatic coupling ma
trix element U rnn but only its square unambiguously. 
Two different definitions of U rnn are possible. They 
correspond to different phase conventions and generally 
yield different vibronic problems with different solu
tions. If the active modes are nontotally symmetric, 
only one definition satisfies a symmetry requirement. 13 

Only this definition can be linked to the conventional HT 
treatment of the weak nonadiabatic coupling regime, 
However, when two modes are active, both definitions 
of Urnn generally have a singularity at the origin. For 
this reason, it has been argued that in this case nei
ther definition is phySically acceptable, but that this 
difficulty can be surmounted by making Urnn complex, 
We do not see a way to justify the complexity of Urnn 
from some more basic prinCiple since the molecular 
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Hamiltonian is real and therefore the electronic wave
functions as well as the normal coordinates can always 
be chosen to be real. We prefer to conclude that in the 
model treated here analyticity generally rules out one 
definition of U mn and places a constraint on the 
Duschinsky parameter D in the other. 

Note added in proof: The assumption that the Dus
chinsky effect arises solely from adiabatic vibronic 
coupling is unnecessarily restrictive in the two-state 
model treated here. For example, this assumption and 
the constraint imposed by analyticity on the Duschinsky 
parameter rule out the strong adiabatic coupling limit 
as a possible limit This limit becomes accessible 
when the assumption is removed, and, as we shall show 
in a future publication, the analysis proceeds in a simi
lar and straightforward manner. 
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